manufacturers. The technology-inspired concept of precision agriculture (PA) has practically reached 48 most production zones of the world, and although PA was initially developed for bulk crops, specialty 49 crops are also demanding its solutions in the field. Pierce [3] estimated that labor constitutes 60 percent of 50 the cost of producing sweet cherries in the Pacific Northwest, and consequently, economic forces will 51 demand automation that replaces human labor in the specialty crop farm of the future, something that 52 engineers are challenged to achieve. High-value crops, such as wine grapes and fresh-market fruits, are 53 successfully introducing these technologies.
54
The practical embodiment of precision farming and field robotics is closely related to off-road 55 equipment. Most of current and future applications necessitate self-propelled vehicles to gather key 56 information from the environment and apply required production inputs. The concept of PA is based on 57 the spatial variability inherent in farming environments, and consequently it relies on a vehicle's capacity ~ 3 ~ to locate itself and those features of interest in its vicinity. In general, positioning may be referenced to a 59 global frame, or alternatively, to the moving vehicle. The former is typically achieved by satellite-based 60 positioning systems such as GPS or GLONASS, and the latter is commonly used by optical and ultrasonic 61 devices as digital cameras, laser rangefinders, or sonar. What makes global maps challenging is the need 62 to fuse global and local positioning information, because perception typically occurs at a local scale 63 whereas IT-based applications require data handled through global-referenced maps. Agrawal and 
64
Konolige [4] proposed visual (frame-to-frame) odometry to link a series of local-referenced maps 65 generated from stereovision images. Although they mapped moderately-sized environments, visual 66 odometry had to be backed up with a GPS receiver in conjunction with an inertial measurement unit, 
72
The mapping of terrain with regular grids for assisting robot navigation roots in the pioneering 73 concept of occupancy (or certainty) grids, enunciated by Moravec and applied to sonar [6] and 74 stereovision [7] . Condensing the richness of information in the vicinity of a vehicle into a two-75 dimensional (2D) grid has been effective for real time applications. The Cye personal robot, for example,
76
can navigate handling dynamic obstacles with wheel encoders as the only sensors on board and dead-77 reckoning as the primary navigation mode [8] . This simplification is favored by the efficiency of handling 
112
All the approaches discussed above demonstrate that storing perception information for 113 navigation in a regular grid format presents so many advantages that it has gained universal acceptance in 
164
The move from a set of independent local grids to a unique universal grid is, in reality, the 
192
Before a universal grid can be constructed, all the configuration parameters that make possible 193 its deployment must be determined, which in practice means setting boundaries, axes, and dimensions.
194
The word "universal" is used here as an indicator of global referencing, and it does not imply that the 195 extension of the map covers the entire globe. As a matter of fact, the coordinates used for mapping the 3D 
216
Emin and Nmin are the farthest west and south coordinates respectively, and ymax is the maximum range set 217 by the user in the stereo camera. Fig. 3 shows the main constituents of a universal grid: LTP origin, E-N 218 axes, grid origin, and grid numbering. 
270
Notice that users may change the size of the cell according to their needs, but the boundaries of the map 271 depend on the scenario sensed by the binocular camera, remaining fixed after the acquisition stage. Yet,
272
the resolution of the universal grid will change with the cell size despite the invariance of the boundaries.
273
After providing the general structure for the recipient of perception data, local grids are added iteratively, 
315
The actual inter-row lane driven was quite straight, and so was expected for its corresponding universal 
318
One of the key steps of the algorithm outlined in Fig. 5 is the local to global transformation of Eq. 3,
319
which is very sensitive to the reliability of heading () estimations. In fact, straight rows as the one 320 studied here will never appear straight unless the vehicle heading has been properly determined. 
363
caused by a few isolated jumps, headings were stabilized at either 80º or -100º depending on the traveling 364 direction (east for the former and west for the latter). 
385
The value of universal grids highly increases with reliability and completeness of grids, therefore 386 the greater amount of correct data incorporated to the map the better. The advantages of global 387 referencing significantly contribute to enrich grids by accumulating data over different mapping sessions.
388
Working outdoors and with actual fields in production implies coping with technical difficulties of varied 
401
where reliability is probably the highest need. Fig. 13 
